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Abstract— In this paper, a multihop routing extension to IEEE 802.11
is presented. Multihop extension preserves the traditional single-hop net-
works where the service infrastructure is constructed by many access points
but it also adds the flexibility of ad hoc networks where wireless transfer
through mobile stations is allowed in multiple hop. Multihop extension can
reduce the number of required access points and improve the throughput
performance. Protocol presented is in compatible with the DCF and PCF
medium access methods of IEEE 802.11 standard.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Wireless Local Area Networks(WLANs) are designed in or-
der to provide high speed wireless connections. IEEE 802.11
is standardized in 1997 and revised in 1999 [1]. The data rate
goes up to 64Mbps in IEEE 802.11a. Although 802.11 covered
locations are growing in size, it is still not enough for the no-
madic users who seeks less disruption. Giving stations relaying
mechanism and enabling multihop routing is one of the ways
of increasing the covered area. IEEE 802.11 is designed single
hop in the infrastructure mode wheremobile stationsconnect to
theaccess point(APs) directly however IEEE 802.11 allows to
extend the protocol to multihop in PCF and DCF modes within
the standard [1].

Multihop extension to the existing infrastructurebasic service
set (BSS)allows the stations away from the access point range
connect to the Internet. This increases the number of operat-
ing stations in the BSS. Transmission power of mobile stations
and APs can be decreased. Multiple packets can be simultane-
ously transmitted within a cell of the corresponding single hop
case [4].

The throughput of a multihop extension is analyzed by mod-
elling the packet departure process as a renewal process, in
which the renewal point is defined as the time point when all
stations in a sub-cell simultaneously sense that the channel is
idle[4]. The results lead to three important observations. First,
the throughput of multihop is superior to that of the correspond-
ing single hop. Second, the throughput of multihop increases as
the transmission range decreases[4].

Several approaches can be taken when multihop protocol is
designed. Multihop protocol can be implemented in the network
layer or in the MAC layer or in the physical layer.

In the network layer, a network layer multihop protocol uses
an ad hoc routing protocol (DSDV, DSR,..etc) for routing in ad
hoc domain and Mobile IP for seamless connectivity across sub-
nets [2]. This type of protocol is efficient when the network size
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is large and movement is across subnets.
If the movement is within the same subset, IEEE 802.11 pro-

tocol is enough since it supports mobility in the subnet. A MAC
layer multihop standard only uses IEEE 802.11 protocol speci-
fication and does not need any protocol above MAC layer. As a
result, overhead of Mobile IP and ad hoc routing protocols are
not present.

These two approaches above are considered as decoded re-
laying schemes where each intermediate station decodes and
re-encodes the received signal from the immediately preceding
terminal before retransmission. When the multihop protocol de-
signed in the physical layer, diversity and undecoded relaying
can be leveraged wherein the former transmissions of the same
signal from multiple transmitters can be used to estimate the sig-
nal on the other hand in the latter, analog signal coming from a
transmitter is amplified and transmitted without decoding [3].

In order to consistent with the standard, decoded relaying
method is necessary. It also enables access point to know, man-
age and re-configure the network according to some load met-
rics.

The organization of the paper is as follows; I compare the
probability of error between multihop and singlehop case in Sec-
tion 2. I give a brief background information about IEEE 802.11
protocol in Section 3. I describe the multihop extension in Sec-
tion 4. I introduce a link test method in Section 5 and conclude
the paper in Section 6.

II. PHYSICAL LAYER ANALYSIS

TN+1T1 TNT2

Single hop
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...

Fig. 1. A Multihop Wireless Communication Channel

The system model for multihop wireless communication
channels is composed of a source terminal, a receiving termi-
nal, and an intermediate relaying terminals[3]. In Figure 1 ac-
cording to Table II the source terminal is identified asTS . TI

represent the set of intermediate terminals, andTD represent the
set of destination terminals. Therefore,TR represents the set of
all receiving terminals.TP (i) represents the set of terminals that
transmit a signal received by receiving terminalTi.
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TABLE I

SYSTEM REPRESENTATION FORMULTIHOP AND SINGLE HOP

Multihop Single hop

TS= {T1} {T1}
TI= {T2...TN} { }
TD= {TN+1} {TN+1}
TT = {T1...TN} {T1}
TR= {T2...TN+1} {TN+1}
TP (i)= {Ti−1}, i≥2 {T1}, i=N+1

Each terminalTi transmits a signal with complex baseband
amplitude given by

si =
√

εia + βi, (1)

whereεi is the transmitted power,a is the information sym-
bol during a particular signalling interval, andβi is propagated
noise. The propagated noise term in (1) is zero for source termi-
nals as well as for intermediate terminals since we decode and
encode at eachTI .

Assuming flat fading, each terminalTi then receives a set of
signals with complex baseband amplitudes given by

rk,i = α
√

(Lk,i/dp
k,i)Rk,i(

√
εka + βk) + zk,i,

Tk ∈ TP (i),
(2)

whereα2 is the free space signal power attenuation factor be-
tween the transmitting terminal and an arbitrary reference dis-
tance,dk,i is the inter-terminal distance relative to the refer-
ence distance,p is the propagation exponent,Lk,i is a zero-
mean lognormal random variable with varianceσ2

Lk,i
, Rk,i is a

complex gaussian (Rayleigh) random variable with mean power
E[R2

P (i),i] = 1, andzk, is a zero-mean additive white gaussian
noise random variable with varianceNo.

Assuming maximal ratio combining, the received signal to
noise ratio atTi is given by

γP (i),i =
∑

k∈P (i)

(
α2εk|a2|

(dp
k,i/Lk,i|Rk,i|2)No + |βk|2 ), (3)

where|Rk,i|2 is an exponential random variable with mean
2σR2

k,i
= 1.

The probability of outage due to lognormal shadowing when
βk = 0, Tk ∈ TP (i) is given according to the method in [8] by

Pr[γ̃P (i),i < γ] ≈ Q(
10log(γP (i),i/γ)

σLz(i)

), (4)

whereγ̃P (i),i is the instantaneous received signal to noise ration
at Ti averaged over the Rayleigh fading,γP (i),i is the expected
received signal to noise ratio atTi averaged over the lognormal
shadowing and Rayleigh fading,σ2

Lz(i)
is the variance of the log-

normal approximation of (3) determined by Wilkinson‘s method
[9], γ is an arbitrary threshold signal to noise ratio that must be
maintained at every decoder in order to maintain communica-
tion, andQ(x) is 1

2erfc( x√
2
).

The calculation of probability of error is dependent on the
modulation scheme employed. For the special case of BPSK, the
probability of error under fading conditions whenβk = 0, k ∈
P (i) is given in [8] by

Pe(γP (i),i) ' (
2K − 1

K
)

∏

k∈P (i)

(
1

2γk,i
), γk,i >> 1, (5)

whereγk,i is the expected received signal to noise ratio atTi for
branchk of the diversity combiner andK is the cardinality of
P (i).

The channel model for the multihop is given by (1) through
(3) with βk = 0, Tk ∈ TP (i). The received signal to noise ratio
at terminalTi is given by

γm
P (i),i = (

α2εi−1|a|2
(dp

i−1,i/Li−1,i|Ri−1,i|2)No
), (6)

The total probability of outage for multihop is given by

Pm
o = 1−

∏

Ti∈TR

(1− Pr[γ̃m
P (i),i < γ]), (7)

whereP [γ̃m
P (i),i < γ] is the probability of outage at terminalTi

given a received signal to noise ratio ofγm
P (i),i.

The total probability of decoding error for the multihop is ap-
proximated by

Pm
e ≈ 1−

∏

Ti∈TR

(1− Pe(γm
P (i),i)), (8)

wherePm
e (γP (i),i) is the probability of decoding error at termi-

nal Ti given a received signal to noise ration ofγm
P (i),i. This

approximation does not take into account the probability of an
even number of individual hop decoding errors in sequence re-
sulting in correct decoding at the destination terminal.

On the other hand, for the single hop case, the received signal
to noise ratio at terminalTN+1 is given by

γs
P (N+1),N+1 = (

α2εo|a|2
(dp

1,N+1/L1,N+1|R1,N+1|2)No
), (9)

The total probability of outage for single hop is

P s
o = Pr[γ̃s

P (N+1),N+1 < γ], (10)

and the total probability of error for the single hop case is ap-
proximately by

P s
e ≈ Pe(γs

P (N+1),N+1), (11)

In order to provide a fair comparison with the reference chan-
nel, the transmit powers at each terminal are constrained so that
the sum of the powers at each hop in multihop is equal to the
reference powerε0 in single hop,ε0 =

∑
Ti∈TT

εi. For the de-
coded relaying multihop channel, the optimal power distribution
based on the upper bound is given by

1εP (i) =
ε0

√
dp

P (i),i/LP (i),i

∑
Tj∈TR

√
dp

P (j),j/LP (j),j

, (12)

1For the proof of (12) refer to [3].
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For the decoded relaying multihop diversity channel, the solu-
tion to this minimization problem is not as tractable. Although
(12) is convex with respect to the transmit powers at each ter-
minal and the solution for any finite number of hops can be cal-
culated using Lagrange multipliers, the resulting equations are
extremely complex and not easy to generalize [3].

III. B ACKGROUND

IEEE 802.11 standard defines a network which is composed
of Basic Service Sets (BSSs)that are interconnected with aDis-
tribution System (DS). Stations (STA)in a BSSgain access to
wired network through anAccess Point (AP). EachBSShas an
BSS IDthat distinguish them from otherBSSs. A STAaccess
the wireless medium via associating with theAP which it is al-
ready authenticated. Astationcan be associated with only one
AP but it can be authenticated with more than oneAP. TheDS
supports mobility and the integration ofBSS‘sin a manner that
is transparent to stations.

The basic access method in the IEEE 802.11 MAC proto-
col is theDistributed Coordination Function (DCF)which is
known asCarrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoid-
ance (CSMA/CA). In addition to theDCF, the standard also
incorporates an alternative access method known as thePoint
Coordination Function (PCF). PCF is an centralized scheme
which uses apoint coordinator PC(usuallyAP) to determine
which station has the right to transmit.

In DCF, a station, before starting its transmission, senses the
channel to determine if another station is transmitting. The sta-
tion proceeds with its transmission if the medium is determined
to be idle for an interval that exceeds theDistributed InterFrame
Space (DIFS). In case the medium is busy the transmission is
deferred by the station until the end of the ongoing transmis-
sion. A random interval, henceforth referred to as thebackoff
interval is then selected. Thebackoff timeris decremented only
when the medium is idle; it is frozen when the medium is busy.
Decrementing thebackoff timerresumes only after the medium
has been free longer thanDIFS. To reduce the probability of col-
lisions, after each unsuccessful transmission attempt, theback-
off time is increased exponentially until a given maximum is
reached. IEEE 802.11 frames contain aDuration field which
is for STA to set itsNetwork Allocation Vectorto the duration
specified in the frame in order to suspend its transmission for a
period until the medium is busy.

After a successful reception, the standard describes an ac-
knowledgement frame afterShort InterFrame Space (SIFS)
which is less thanDIFS immediately following the reception of
the data frame.This access method is summarized in Figure 2.

ThePCF is built using theDCF through the use of an access
priority mechanism that provides synchronous or asynchronous
data frames contention free access to the channel. In this case,
contention and contention free periods alternate with each other
as shown in Figure 3. Acontention free period (CFP)(during
which PCF is active) and the followingcontention period (CP)
(during whichDCF is active) alternate. ThePoint Coordinator
(PC) when it senses the channel idle seizes the control of the
channel by transmitting after it (the channel) has been idle for a
time intervalPriority Interframe Space (PIFS)that is chosen to
be smaller thanDIFSbut larger thanSIFS. The transmission of a
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Fig. 2. DCF Access Procedure

CF-ACK frame is an acknowledgement by thePC andCF-End
frame marks the end of the contention free period byPC.

The PC sends data to stations inCF-Poll frames which also
achieve the polling function. A “poll bit”, if enabled, in theCF-
Poll frame polls the destination of theCF-Poll frame. A station
transmits frames after the reception of a CF-Poll frame with the
poll bit enabled. The need for separate acknowledgements is
avoided by “piggybacking” acknowledgements on subsequent
frames (by the setting of the appropriate bit). A station that has
no data frame to send following aCF-Poll frame (addressed to
it) does not transmit a frame and, therefore, the previousCF-Poll
frame is not acknowledged.

STA frames are transmitted after the channel has been idle
for a time intervalSIFS as compared toCF-Poll frames that
are transmitted once the channel has been idle forPIFS. Thus
thePC will transmit the nextCF-Poll frame in case there is no
STA frame in time intervalPIFS after the transmission of the
previousCF-Poll frame. To minimize collisions during the con-
tention free periods, each station sets itsNAV equal to the maxi-
mum allowable length of theCFP. However, a station resets its
NAV if a CF-ACK frame is seen by it before itsNAVhas expired.
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IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

We classified the multihop network into three regions asPCF
Active Region, Overlap Region, DCF Active Regionas seen in
Figure 4. Entities in the network areAccess Point, CF-Pollable
STA, Non-CF-Pollable STA.

CF-Pollable STAis a station that is registered to be in the
polling list of Access Point. We assume that allSTAsthat hear
AP’s beacon are willingly to be in the polling list.STAsthat are
unable to hear beacons but wantAP service are considered as
Non-CF-Pollable STA.

PCF Active Regionoccupies theAP andCF-Pollable STAs.
Overlap Regionoccupies CF-Pollable STAsand Non-CF-
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Pollable STAsthat are one hop away from thePCF Active Re-
gion. DCF Active Regionis a region whereDCF rules apply and
occupies onlyNon-CF-Pollable STAs.

AP

STA
3

STA
2

STA
1

PCF

ACTIVE Overlap

ACTIVE

DCF

ACTIVE

STA
4

Fig. 4. Network Architecture

Overlap Regionintroduces rules that prevent interference to
thePCF Active RegionsinceNon-CF-Pollable STAsare hidden
terminal forAP. Non-CF-Pollable STAsin Overlap Regionare
also able to to detect aInfrastructure BSSby monitoring the
PCF related packets in the medium. These kind of packets2[1]
containsBasic Service Set ID (BSSID)which is MAC address
of AP of the infrastructure BSS. Non-CF-Pollable STAauthen-
ticates with thePollable STAby open systemor shared keyin
which they use shared key that is assigned by the administrator
to the STAs.

Non-CF-Pollable STAsin Overlap Regionare also capable of
detectingCFPandCPby looking intoRTS/CTSpackets. When
a Non-CF-Pollable STAin Overlap Regiondetects aBSSID, he
waits until the CP period and send aProbe Requestpacket to the
CF-Pollable-STA. CF-Pollable-STAis theSTAwho is supposed
to sendProbe Responsepacket which includesBeacon Interval,
Capability InformationandSSID[1]. Beacon Intervalis help-
ful for Non-CF-Pollable STAsin Overlap Regionto predict the
CP.Capability Information Fieldindicates that there is no point
coordinator atAP and if it is the rightSSID, theSTAsendsAs-
sociation Requestto theAP via theCF-Pollable STAindicating
that theSTAis CF-Pollable, not requesting to be placed on the
Polling Listby setting theCapability Information Fieldof Asso-
ciation Requestframe format[1]. This registration type allows to
activate in the future by reassociation to be placed in the polling
list when it moves to thePCF Activeregion. CF-Pollable STA
forwards the packet to theAP in the CP or in CFP when it is
polled.AP registers theSTAas aNon-pollable STAand remem-
bers theCF-Pollable STAas a gateway for theSTA. CF-Pollable
STAalso keeps the MAC address of theNon-pollable STAin

2Data, Data+CF-ACK, Null, CF+ACK, PS-Poll, Association Request, Reas-
sociation Request, Probe Request, Authentication, Deauthentication

TABLE II

ROUTING TABLE FOR STA2

Gateway Node MAC Addr. of STA1

Destination Next Hop
MAC Addr. of STA3 MAC Addr. of STA3
MAC Addr. of STA4 MAC Addr. of STA3

order to remember hisSTAsunder his serve.AP sendsAsso-
ciation Responsepacket which containsAssociation IDof the
STAin either broadcast or unicast to theGateway STAof Non-
pollable STA. If a Gateway STAget a packet of one of its chil-
dren, by looking at theTo DSor From DS3 fields of the packet,
it forwards the packet to the AP or to the corresponding child
respectively.

Medium Access Rule for the multihop communication re-
lies on DCF. Non-CF-Pollable STAsare allowed to send in
theCP of CFP. Non-CF-Pollable STAsare also responsible for
advertising theBSSto the DCF Activeregion by sending pe-
riodic Beacon frames. This beacon frames indicate the mul-
tihop service in theProtocol Version Fieldof Frame Control
Field of Beacon Frame. The distinction between the AP beacon
and beacon of other STAs in DCF Active Region,Multihop1,
Multihop2, MultihopN is introduced as aProtocol Version.
Non-CF-Pollable STAin the Overlap active region starts with
Multihop1 frame andSTAsin theDCF ActiveRegion increments
theMultihop level. A STAchooses always the lowest multihop
level.

A STA keeps a routing table same as in Table II that contains
its children and next hop to reach them and its gateway . A STA
is responsible to take action to the packets that are destined to or
originated from its children. If a STA gets a packet where theTo
DS is set, STA forwards the packet to itsgateway. On the other
hand, If a STA gets a packet whereFrom DSis set, it forwards
the packet to next hop of the STA according to its routing table.
The characteristic of the IEEE 802.11 protocol is that stations
react to all type of packets even if it is not destined for itself.
Therefore decoding and inspecting each packet does not cause
much overhead.

V. M ULTIHOP NETWORK TOMOGRAPHY

Multihop Network Management can be done by inspecting
the internal loss behavior of each station. The network organi-
zation is designed to construct as a tree. AP, the root of the tree,
is capable of determining the lossy links by usingExpectation
Maximization (EM) Algorithm[10].

Determining link level loss characteristics of a network is es-
sential in detecting congestion areas, routing faults, anomalous
traffic for dynamic routing and video coding applications. Per-
forming these measurements at each station may not be feasible
because of the heterogeneous nature and the lack of centralized
control. Even if this is possible, computing and communication
overhead may not be tolerable.

3IEEE 802.11 packet structure specifies the direction of the packet by the To
DS and From DS fields. Distribution Service (DS) is supported by the AP in
order to handle the wireless network in an Extended Service Set[1].
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Root of the tree sends multicast packet (beacon) to its chil-
dren and each child also relays these packets to their childeren.
Leaves of the tree who get the packet send back acknowledge-
ment to the root. Based on the assumption of two-state Markov
temporal structure of the loss behavior the transition probabil-
ities in each link can be estimated by using Expectation Maxi-
mization algorithm [10].
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Fig. 6. Convergence of EM with 2-state Markov links ofp0j = p1j = 0.8

We simulated the network with Markov temporal characteris-
tics of equal transition probability of0.8 with the EM algorithm
for independent link losses. We observe from Figure 6 that the
convergence rate decreases and the convergence value is almost
equal to the stationary distribution.

By this method, low performance links can be determined and
changed with new links in order to increase the performance of
the network and have the network under control.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a brief outline of IEEE 802.11 MAC pro-
tocol and cited the motivation for a multihop extension. We
designed the multihop extension to the IEEE 802.11 protocol
compatible with the standard. We introduced a multihop man-
agement scheme which finds lossy links and reconfigures the
network.
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